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President’s Message

Have you ever wondered why certain insurance companies pay 
for some operations but refuse to compensate shops for others? 

Are you uncertain what happens to your shop’s data – and your 
customers’ Personal Identification Information – when you send an 
estimate or source parts?

Do you want to learn how to bill more hours at better rates? 
Or are you yearning for tips on how to talk to customers about 

paying out of pocket for repair costs not covered by their insurer or 
their deductible?

You can discover the answers to all these questions and more 
at the Texas Auto Body Trade Show. Part of ABAT’s job is to help 
educate collision repairers, and we’ve been hard at work curating 
an agenda that is jam-packed with the topics YOU most want (and 

need) to know to help you run a more successful shop.
ABAT’s goal is to strengthen this industry…but it’s YOUR 

industry, so we cannot do it without you. With our industry getting 
harder every day, we all need to participate in ABAT and share 
ideas, perspectives and possible solutions. None of us can afford to 
treat our shops like islands. We all need to stand side by side, and 
the Trade Show provides a great opportunity for all of us to get on 
the same page.

And when I say all of us, I don’t just mean shop owners and 
managers. Getting more technicians and estimators to participate in 
the training offered by the association is one of the main reasons we 
started the BIG SHOTS Competition. The collision professionals 
who roll up their sleeves each day to weld, paint, perform body 
work and write your shop’s estimates need to get involved and 
receive up-to-date industry education too. 

They also deserve to be recognized for their impressive skills. 
BIG SHOTS offers technicians, painters and estimators a chance to 
compete against their peers and see how they stack up against the 
rest of the industry here in Texas. 

ABAT wants to recognize the best of the best, and we want 
to educate the rest of y’all to aspire to those same heights. Listen: 
If you want your business to succeed and be on the cutting edge, 
you need to be at the Irving Convention Center on August 26-27. 
Check out what we’re offering and make plans to attend. This will 
be the place to get answers to many of the questions keeping you up 
at night. We hope you’ll attend, but more importantly, we need you 
to be involved throughout the weekend.

Stop wondering, and start knowing. Knowledge is power, and 
ABAT can’t wait to empower every Texas shop owner next month 
and beyond. All this has me wondering something – what are you 
waiting for? 

Register for the Texas Auto Body Trade Show at  
abat.us/2022tradeshow to take advantage of all the training 
opportunities, tools and resources readily at your disposal to take 
your shop to the next level. 

Have You Ever 
Wondered…?

Burl Richards
ABAT President

burl@burlscollision.com

TXA
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TThe 2022 Texas Auto Body Trade Show has so much to 
offer, but the biggest draw for shops is our top-notch education. 
One of the main responses I get is “WHY do you have two classes 
happening at once? I want to go to ALL of them!!” Well, that’s why 
you need to bring your staff along! This way, you will have greater 
buy-in and more than one person at the shop who is onboard with 
implementing new processes. We believe that your success rate will 
be much higher this way. Plus, an expense-paid trip to the 2022 
Texas Auto Body Trade Show is a great way to reward your best 
employees. They can even bring their families for a mini vacation – 
there’s a wonderful swimming pool, restaurants, movies, ice cream 
and much more! 

But for those there on business, here 
are some of the education highlights:

Friday is typically our “front of the shop” day, featuring classes 
that are mostly geared toward owners, estimators and managers. 
The first class is brought back by popular demand – Tim Ronak 
of AkzoNobel takes a deep dive into “What EXACTLY is a 
Prevailing Rate?” We originally brought this to our members as a 
webinar, and it was so successful that other associations across the 
country brought it to theirs in the following months! If you missed 
it the first time, you’ll definitely want to attend this class! Robert 
McDorman of Auto Claim Specialists will bring fresh content 
to expose total loss undervaluation as he explains the tactics that 
insurers use and how your shop can help ensure that your customer 
is treated fairly and you are compensated properly. The Variable 
Rate System is one of the most important and under-utilized tools 
that we as collision repairers have available to us in this industry. 
Richard and Sam Valenzuela are coming to Texas with topics 
that include what procedures insurers are really paying, where, 
for how much, what concessions they make, labor rates paid, 
getting more out of total losses and more. 

Industry mastermind Pete Tagliapietra has been the man 
behind the curtain on some of our industry’s most high-tech 
software. He recently sold his last product and is back on the scene 
with something new. Do you know what a data pump is and how 
it works? If not, you don’t want to miss this class because chances 
are that some are lurking in the dark corners of your computer 
system. This informative session will shed light on how our repair 
information “mysteriously” makes its way into other companies’ 
hands (think VIN number search sites). Friday wraps with two 
panel discussions: The first is a special lunch session with our Texas 
legislators where we will address what we hope to accomplish here 
in the Texas law books. The final one of the day is our Technician 
Shortage Panel. We have gathered industry experts – AND 
celebrity guest Dave Kindig of the TV show Bitchin’ Rides – to 
talk about how we can solve this very dangerous shortage that has 
just begun. 

Executive Director’s Message

Jill Tuggle
ABAT Executive Director

A Top-Notch 
Educational 
Experience

  Our network of local partners allows us to scale to any sized
     hail event. 

  Our technology provides real-time visibility and performance 
     measurements to keep business moving. 

  Our people and repair management systems ensure the least amount 
     of business disruption as possible.

  Our business model protects our clients’ core business within auto
     dealerships, body shops, fleet companies, and insurers alike.

But don’t just take our word for it...

CALL    636-734-5470
EMAIL  ryan@the300advantage.com

To learn more!

The 300 Advantage™
Providing real-time intelligence before, 

during, and after a hail storm

continued on pg. 21



THE LARGEST SHOW OF ITS KIND IN THE SOUTHWEST!

Please plan to join usPlease plan to join us
August 26-27, 2022August 26-27, 2022

 atat The Irving Convention CenterThe Irving Convention Center

surrounded by the exciting Toyota Music Factorysurrounded by the exciting Toyota Music Factory
where dining, entertainment and hotels are justwhere dining, entertainment and hotels are just steps  steps away!away!

VisitVisit abat.us/2022tradeshow  abat.us/2022tradeshow for more info or to register!for more info or to register!

2nd annual  2nd annual  BIG SHOTSBIG SHOTS  Competition for painters, estimators & body techs  Competition for painters, estimators & body techs

A chance for aspiring  A chance for aspiring  BIG SHOTSBIG SHOTS  to compete for prizes and glory in painting,   to compete for prizes and glory in painting, 
auto body and estimating contests. Bigger and better than before with a auto body and estimating contests. Bigger and better than before with a 

preliminary qualifying round.  Judges will be high profile industry experts.preliminary qualifying round.  Judges will be high profile industry experts.
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Editor’s Message

YEE-HAW! I’m heading thataway next month…and I’m 
excited! I haven’t been to Texas since 2017, and that wasn’t for 
anything nearly as awesome as the Texas Auto Body Trade Show. 
I’ve been wanting to make it down for ABAT’s big event since I first 
heard of it back in 2016, so I’m looking forward to joining y’all this 
year. 

There’s gonna be a TON of interesting happenings going on at 
the Irving Convention Center during the Show – from a Car Show 
to the BIG SHOTS Competition and even celebrity appearances. 
(If you missed last month’s feature on all these exciting events, 
check it out at bit.ly/TXts2022.) And education…well, ABAT’s 
got training galore coming your way (flip to page 16 for some 
highlights on the 2022 educational agenda). 

Have you checked out the Texican Court, the Show’s host 
hotel? Its themed rooms look super comfy, but I’m thinking it’d be 
hard not to enjoy a little downtime on the hotel grounds – as if the 
pool, outdoor fireplace and yard games weren’t appealing enough, 
they’ve got a pool, live music on the weekends and a tequila bar! I 
wish I lived closer so I could bring my furry children with me since 
it’s pet-friendly, but I hope I’ll get to meet some of yours. 

My mouth is watering after looking at the menu at Two 
Mules Cantina, the hotel’s Tex-Mex restaurant, but I’m definitely 

planning to head over to the Toyota Music Factory (TMF) one 
night so I can devour a big fat juicy steak, cooked medium-rare, 
for supper. Mmmmm. With over a dozen options at the TMF, I’m 
going to end up being as wide as two axe handles before I leave. 

Speaking of axes, Stumpy’s Hatchet House at the TMF features 
axe-throwing. I don’t know about you, but there’s something really 
satisfying about heaving a blade at a piece of wood. They also have 
a movie theater, so that’s an option if I suddenly become a much 
more relaxed human being (unlikely). 

I’m not certain what all I’m going to get into while I’m down 
yonder, but I gave myself a little extra time to find out – and 
hopefully to catch up with some of you. I’ll be busy stuffing my 
head with all kinds of industry knowledge on August 26-27 during 
the Show, but I can’t wait to explore the area and absorb some 
Texas culture the day before and after. 

And on the topic of culture, I have a few really SERIOUS 
questions…about my wardrobe. Is a Yankee allowed to wear pink 
and black bedazzled cowboy boots in Texas? If so, what do I wear 
with them? And is a tiara an appropriate accessory for this getup?

Shoot me an email at chasidy@grecopublishing.com and let 
me know what’s on your agenda for Trade Show weekend…or to 
offer me some fashion advice (seriously, y’all, I need help)!   TXA

This Yankee’s A-Comin’ to Texas!

by Chasidy Rae  Sisk

MMS training.com
COLLISION SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

I 

Jackie Riggs I jackie@)aamsparts.com 
(940) 465-5099 Direct I (888) 632-2267 Toll-Free/ E -Fax 

• Annual Employee OSHA/EPA Training
• Annual Fit Testing Training & Notification
• Respiratory Medical Questionnaire (unlimited)
• Quarterly Shop Inspection Checklist
• Regulatory Updates to Tasks
• New Employee Training
• Quick/Seamless Employee Transfers
• Paint Booth Compliance
• OSHA required Written Programs
• Monthly Collision Industry Safety Communication
• Auto Lift Certified Inspection reminder
• Auto Lift Periodic Inspection
• Auto Lift Training
• Emergency Contact Forms and Evacuation Routes
• Hazardous Chemical Listing
• Online SOS
• Monthly Safety Topics for Continuing Education
• Job Hazard Analysis
• Recordkeeping Training
• SOS: Employer Responsibility Training
• 6H Painter Training Certification
• 6H Hands on Painter Training
• Annual EPA Test and Certification
• Annual OSHA Test and Certification
• EPA 609 A/C Technician Certification
• First Aid Training
• Hazard Communication Standard Training (HCS)
• lsocyanates Training
• Office Ergonomic Training
• Online document storage (automatic & customizable)
• Creatable Customized Tasks proprietary to company 

and/or each shop
• Air Permits and Renewal - All emission sources - Booth 

Prep Station, Gun Cleaner, Furnace etc.
• NESHAP 6H Notification of Compliance

ALL SERVICES ABOVE INCLUDED: $109.00/PER SHOP-MONTH 

O>SHA 

ABAT Members Special

For ALL ABAT members 
AAMSTraining will conduct a 

FREE inspection of your facility

Our trained compliance 
representatives will point out possible 

violations and provide a detailed 
report with pictures and suggestions 

on how to fix them

This report will be strictly 
confidential

Why Join WIN?
WIN offers education, mentoring and leadership 
development opportunities to build critical skills for 
success in the collision repair market.

•  Local/Regional  
Networking Events

•  Annual Education  
Conference

•  Educational Webinars

•  Mentoring  
Opportunities

womensindustrynetwork.com

•  Scholarship Program

•  School Outreach  
Program

•  Most Influential Women  
(MIW) Award
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Buying a paint booth is a huge investment, and there are many factors
to carefully consider before selecting one. Will the booth work well in a
region where there’s a ton of humidity and with drastic changes in the
weather? How long do you think the booth will last and will it require a lot
of maintenance? Will your painters be comfortable using it every day and
finally, will the company making the booth provide solid training and
reliable customer service? 

To answer these questions before acquiring two Chronotech spray
booths and a prep deck from USI ITALIA back in 2004, Collision Center
Manager Kevin McIllveen at Russell & Smith Body Shop in Houston, TX
spent six months studying the market. He was looking for the best booths
that matched his needs to use in a brand-new 36,000 sq. ft. facility that the
company built from the ground up.  

Mcllveen, age 56, entered the industry more than three decades ago as
an estimator and has worked for Russell & Smith Body Shop since 1993.
His goal with his new spray booths was to improve the efficiencies in his
paint department and to accommodate his production, he said, while
simultaneously saving time and energy if possible. 

The vetting process was arduous but worth it in the end. "We did our
research so that we could make an educated decision," he said. "I went to
NACE two years in a row and talked to literally everyone and asked a lot of
questions. We knew that this was going to be a very significant investment,
so we took the time to perform our due diligence to cover all our bases. We
invested in their prep stations as well, which was another good decision,
because my guys can work so much faster and effectively with five different
places where we can spray. We put a curtain up in the prep booth that
provides us two additional spaces that are heated
and properly ventilated. So, when we are really
jammed, we can handle the workload and
maintain our cycle time without interrupting or
slowing down our production."

After using them for a very short time,
Mcllveen could clearly see that his Chronotechs
were more than capable as they quickly became a
centerpiece in his new, high-end, modern shop. 

"We have four paint teams here, consisting
of a painter and a painter’s helper and we
consistently log approximately 600-700 paint
hours weekly,” he said. “We switched to
waterborne paint when we opened this facility
because we want to provide a healthier climate for our employees and the
community as a whole.” 

Why was Mcllveen able to improve his numbers by simply adding two
USI booths? “In the end, it all comes down to their airflow because we never
need blowers or additional air to cure these vehicles. The fans in these
Chronotechs are exceptional because they feature variable speeds, so we
can switch depending on the parameters of each job. Our painters are
producing an impressive product day after day, so these booths are saving
us both time and money. We paint an average of 400 cars every month, so

we push these booths and they never let us down.” 
Any issues that Russell & Smith Body Shop have encountered with

their USI ITALIA booths have been rare and far between. But Mcllveen feels
good knowing that if called upon, the company will respond and find
solutions promptly. “If you do your scheduled maintenance and keep
everything clean, these booths will last you 30 years and maybe even
longer. The issues that we have encountered with the Chronotechs have
been minor and quickly solved, which is impressive when you think that we
have been using these booths daily for the last 16 years. I tell people that
these booths will be here long after I’ve retired!” 

After training provided by USI ITALIA,
Mcllveen’s painters were able to start spraying
after one day, he said. "The Chronotechs are
designed to work with waterborne paint, which
makes it easier for our painters to do their work.
After a very short time, all of our guys were
comfortable and the results were consistently
exceptional.”  

Mcllveen is also impressed by the
Chronotech's sturdy construction and durability.
"Some booths are just a box, but these are well-
built," he said. “I know, because I've seen them
all and there isn't anything like a USI ITALIA
booth."

His career in collision repair industry has been a great experience and
products like his USI ITALIA spray booths and prep station are a part of that,
he said. “We haven’t had to furlough anybody here and that’s because we
value our people and, in the end, our Chronotechs are part of the team.” 

Russell & Smith Logging Big Paint Hours with USI Booths & Prep Station

USI of North America |  565 Commerce Street Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 |  201-405-7761 |  s.moretto@usius.com |  www.usius.com

TXA0920_USI.qxp_Layout 1  8/28/20  9:21 AM  Page 1
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The future of collision repair may not be as dim as some 
think. Despite the technician shortage happening all around 
the country, there are young folks showing an interest in this 
profession. In fact, a whole slew of promising young Lone Star 
technicians recently shined bright as they took part in the 2022 
SkillsUSA competition this spring at Corpus Christi.

The collision repair SkillsUSA competition allows students to 
compete at the high school and post-secondary levels. First place 
winners went on to compete against students from all over the 
country at the national competition held last month in Atlanta, 
Georgia.

Three students from Texas State Technical College (TSTC) 
in Waco swept the post-secondary collision repair competition this 
year, sending three first-place students to the national competition: 
•  Luis Lina for Collision Repair, 
•  Gino Martinez for Collision Refinishing and 
•  Carlos Palacios for Collision Damage Appraisal Analysis.   

The school has achieved 
fairly consistent success with 
sending their students to 
the national competition, 
thanks to an active Skills club 
program that ranges from 
beginner to advanced and 
provides students with the 
opportunity to take part in 
hands-on repairs. 

“It is one heck of a 
competition,” acknowledged Philip McKee, SkillsUSA advisor for 
collision instruction at TSTC, of the national level. “It all boils 
down to the competitors one is up against.” 

In the past, he’s seen TSTC students place among the top 10. 
High school students who took first place this year to move 

on to national competition are as follows: 
•  Broc Crumine (Region 2)
•  Spencer Green (Region 4)
•  Joshua Manta (Region 6)
•  Gavin Hughes (Region 8)
•  Eliseo Lopez (Region 9)
•  Dominic Cardenes (Region 10)
•  Andrew Villareal (Region 12)
•  Cristopher Gonzalez (Region 13)

“I pretty much recruit any student who wants to be an active 
Skills club member,” explained McKee. “They can take part as 
early as their first semester; the advanced program is for those 
who are gearing up to graduate. They are able to work on real live 
projects that differ from the regular curriculum. For example, they 
worked on a 1936 Chevy Coupe. So, the students get extra work 
to do outside from the regular curriculum, and it gives the younger 

classmen a chance to get ahead of the game. The more advanced 
students work in an environment that is run pretty much like a 
body shop.”

TSTC has been playing a role in SkillsUSA for 30 years as it 
hosts the regional competition which encompasses the northeast 
side of Houston up to central Texas and the Dallas-Fort Worth 
area. 

“We try to host the competition in such a way that it gives 
the students a look at what the state level competition will be 
like,” stated Tracy Marshall, senior instructor of auto collision 
and management at TSTC, who has served as a state competition 
judge in previous years. 

“We hold the high school students to the same standards as 
we do those competing in the post-secondary competition,” added 
McKee.

Although students participate in the SkillsUSA competition 
year after year, instructors would like to see even more take 

part.  Smaller high schools 
may not have the budget 
to invest much into the 
collision repair side of their 
automotive programs; 
however, Marshall believes 
interest in collision is 
starting to pick up. Many 
former TSTC students 
have gone on to become 
instructors at the high 

school level, and through those relationships, they have been able 
to continue to educate students – not just in how to perform 
repairs, but also in showing them there is an opportunity to 
become successful as an auto body technician.

“I grew up working on vehicles with my uncle and dad, and 
for me, that planted a seed in the industry. Less of that goes on 
these days,” observed McKee. “Cars are more advanced than the 
average back-yarder, so there are fewer kids working out there with 
their parents. We have been able to get a lot of students interested 
by going out to schools, recruiting them and showing them that 
this really is a neat industry. It’s in demand as long as there are 
vehicles on the road.” 

One student expressed interest after customizing a vehicle 
playing the video game Grand Theft Auto and thought it was “a 
neat thing to do,” according to McKee.   

He and other instructors take the time to visit students at area 
high schools “to show them what we do and how we do it. We get 
them to come here, tour and see classes as they are run. Once they 
see what we are doing, they decide that it really can be an awesome 
job.”   TXA  

Local News

Young Technicians Show Collision Career 
Promise through SkillsUSA Competition

by Alana Quartuccio Bonillo
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Sick of being bushwhacked by ever-changing technology? 
Don’t hang up your rope just yet! Instead of getting frothy or 
sitting back and letting your collision repair shop go belly up, get 
ready to amble down to the Irving Convention Center on August 
26-27 for ABAT’s 2022 Texas Auto Body Trade Show!

In addition to exhibitors demonstrating the newest auto 
body equipment on the market and a whole slew of networking 
opportunities, THE destination collision event in the south boasts 
a dozen educational classes. From the search for fresh talent all the 
way through the process to post-repair inspections and everything 
in between, nationally renowned trainers will cover the spectrum of 
relevant industry topics, delivering the knowledge you need to move 
up from drag rider to point man.

The lack of qualified talent entering the auto body world has 
been shooting shops in the foot for years, so ABAT enlisted the aid 
of multiple industry experts to share actionable solutions that can 
help you attract more technicians. 

“The national shortage of skilled collision technicians affects 
everybody in this industry,” emphasized panelist Raven Hartkopf 
(Collin College). “We don’t see many younger people joining this 
industry. Common questions are ‘Why do so few people want to 
work on cars?’ and ‘How can we prevent this in the future?’ – but 
the bigger question is ‘How can we remedy this shortage today?’ 
Truthfully, we can’t, but we can start making steps in the right 
direction by utilizing experienced technicians as mentors to help 
grow the next generation of techs.”

As a collision instructor, Hartkopf serves as “the ‘middle 
man’ between those who want to work in this industry and 
those who hire them. For a long time, there’s been a disconnect 
between recruiting and retention…shops have a certain way of 
doing business and treating employees that is short-sighted. These 
upcoming generations know their worth when it comes to wages, 
benefits and work-life balance, so shops will need to transform 
themselves and adjust to these younger generations.”

“Training and development needs to be part of daily 
conversation, not just something we talk about when there is a 
shortage,” tech shortage panelist Amber Ritter (Collision Repair 
Education Foundation) added. “Focusing on the problem is easy, 
but the collision industry has a lot to offer as a career, and it’s 
important to tell that story too. While we still have room – and the 
need – to grow, we can learn from those who are making positive 
progress.”

Ritter hopes industry professionals will walk away from the 
panel with “resources offered to students and programs from CREF, 
ways to be a part of moving the needle and a few examples of how 
businesses are succeeding in both recruitment and development.”

“Attendees who take this issue seriously will attain a better 
understanding of how to keep their doors open 10-15 years down 
the road,” according to Hartkopf. “Those who don’t own a business 
will learn how they can play a role in passing down their knowledge 
to the next generation of technicians.”

Students often cite low wages as a reason that they pursue 
career paths outside the collision industry, making it imperative that 
shops collect adequate compensation, an endeavor often thwarted 
by insurers’ insistence on paying “prevailing rates.” 

AkzoNobel’s Tim Ronak will discuss what a prevailing rate 
is and explore the pitfalls of reporting contracted rates as part of a 
survey.

“‘Prevailing rate’ is a construct,” Ronak explained. “There’s 
no such thing as a ‘prevailing rate;’ it’s something determined by a 
third party, based on a proprietary survey that may or may not be 
available to those being impacted by it, so we can’t even substantiate 
the information that was used. It’s not about what information you 
use in the survey; it’s about making sure you don’t do certain things 
that may subject you to potential liabilities under the Sherman and 
Clayton Acts.”

Billing more hours at better rates presents another option for 
collecting proper compensation for completed repairs. Richard 
and Sam Valenzuela of National AutoBody Research (NABR) are 
ready to tackle this topic and more to help shops obtain a better 
“understanding of how to change the game between themselves and 
the insurers, enabling them to achieve better results collecting for 
more of their work at better rates,” said Sam Valenzuela. 

“Given today’s economic environment of high inflation, labor 
shortages and supply chain disruptions all driving cost increases in 
labor, parts and paint materials, it is more important than ever for 
shops to collect payment for more of their work and at profitable 
labor rates,” Valenzuela identified reasons his presentation is so 
pertinent. 

“Through its LaborRateHero, BillableGenie and NumberNerd 
software suite, NABR provides shops the data and toolset to get 
there. Through years of amassing the industry’s largest independent 
collection of labor rate surveys and paid insurer estimates showing 
payment of not-included procedures, labor rates paid, concessions 
and more, NABR has developed a deep understanding of industry 
labor rates and how insurers pay for not-included procedures 
around the country.”

Repair planning and writing an accurate estimate play a vital 
role in collecting what you’re worth. With 20 years’ industry 
experience as a former technician, estimator, manager, trainer 
and currently as the administrator of the Database Enhancement 
Gateway (DEG), Danny Gredinberg has “seen just about every 
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challenge repairers face when it comes to developing a thorough 
repair plan utilizing OEM repair information for a safe repair 
outcome.” 

During Gredinberg’s first presentation, attendees will 
learn how to use the industry’s leading free resource to “address 
omissions, inaccuracies and errors in all three major estimating 
system databases. We help address concerns about the language 
provided in the estimating system p-pages to help estimating 
system users get accurate information to complete their repair 
plans,” he detailed. “Additionally, with the use of OEM owners 
manuals, which are also available FREE to everyone, repairers can 
discuss why the vehicle manufacturer may require certain repair 
operations.”

Later, Gredinberg partners with Ron Reichen (Precision Body 
& Paint) to explore the importance of staying current and up-to-
date with advances in vehicle technology. 

“The way cars were fixed yesterday can no longer be applied 
to today’s vehicle advancements,” Gredinberg pointed out. “In 
‘Not Your Grandfather’s Estimate: Part Two,’ Ron and I will push 
repairers out of their comfort zones to help them realize they can 
change parts of their business and adjust to ‘today’s’ way of repair 
planning and vehicle repair methods.”

Data sharing and privacy rank pretty high on most shops’ list 
of concerns nowadays. In fact, many states’ regulations require 
compliance to certain standards of protecting consumers’ private 
information.

“Personal identification Information (PII) cannot continue to 
be ignored in the collision repair industry,” information security 
expert Pete Tagliapietra (DATATOUCH, LLC) believes. “Yet, 
CIECA standards were not designed or developed to maintain 
information and/or data security. Collision repair shops must 
become aware of the legal requirements as well as the implications 
of sharing their repair information to unidentified entities.”

Tagliapietra’s presentation will examine how shops’ repair 
information is utilized by industry stakeholders and sold for profit, 
what information must not be shared to meet state regulatory 
compliance and what repair data is valuable (and why).

These days, most conversations about value tend to lead back 
to the increasing prevalence of vehicles being declared total losses. 
Robert McDorman (Auto Claim Specialists) will analyze “the 
differences between the unsupported and supported data used by 
the carriers to carry out the economic total loss scheme.” 

“The vehicle’s actual cash value is the fencepost in determining 
liability as to repair or replace. Understanding the repair or replace 
process is the key to detouring the carrier from deeming a repairable 
car an economic total loss,” noted McDorman, who hopes to 
provide attendees with “an understanding of the Right of Appraisal 
process and how best to implement the strategy into your business, 
as a means of detouring this systematic scheme used by insurance 
carriers to realign their liability.”

Performing safe repairs according to OEM specifications 
offers a great way for shops to reduce liability, but “poor quality 
and unsafe repairs run rampant in today’s collision industry,” 
stated Robert Grieve (Nylund’s Collision Center; SCRS Executive 
Committee). “Shops need to perform the correct repair – the first 
time and every time.”

Grieve’s class on post-inspection repairs will “emphasize that 

how we repair vehicles matters. For the sake of the consumers we 
serve, auto body shops need to stop relying on only what we ‘know’ 
and start leaning on published OEM procedures. At the same time 
we’re protecting our guests, we’re also protecting ourselves and our 
businesses.”

When it comes to protecting your business, there’s no better 
method than knowledge, and that encompasses everything from 
physical techniques to business practices to legislative activities. 

“Everyone should know the rules and laws that govern their 
businesses,” advised ABAT Lobbyist Jacob Smith, a passionate 
consumer and industry advocate who has been closely monitoring 
policy and working with legislature to promote safety for the past 
decade. Smith will join Texas legislators, Ware Wendell (Texas 
Watch) and several industry leaders in a “Lunch and Legislation 
Panel Discussion.”

“Safety is extremely important, but Texas has one of the 
highest death rates on the road in the nation,” Smith lamented. 
“Anything we can do to mitigate that and promote safety is 
imperative, and shops also need to know the rules by which they’re 
expected to operate in their state. By hearing from Texas legislators 
firsthand, participants will acquire insights into how the state 
operates and what its goals are, plus they’ll learn how they can get 
involved in positively impacting the industry by being proactive 
instead of reactive.”

Learning to act proactively provides a huge advantage for 
shops as the industry moves into the future…a future rife with 
advanced technology, such as electric vehicles (EVs), a growing 
trend that shops need to confront sooner if they want to survive the 
“Technical Tsunami” instead of getting lost at sea. ABAT prepares 
repairers for upcoming EV technology and repairability with a panel 
of OEM representatives who will share a preview of what’s coming 
down the pipeline and what you can do to keep up with emerging 
technologies.

“This is an exciting time in our industry!” claimed Mark Allen 
(Audi of America), whose technical background allows him to be 
involved in the development of Audi’s EV strategies from the after 
sales side which includes service training. “We need to be aware of 
what’s coming, and we need to breed excitement for current and 
future industry professionals.”

EV panelists will provide attendees with a general 
understanding of the items shops need to successfully repair 
collision-damaged EVs, including proper vehicle lifts, hydraulic lift 
tables and fork lifts. The discussion will also explore considerations 
related to shop layout and electrical requirements inside and 
outside the shop, as well as safety concerns and the proper way to 
store, handle and dispose of a damaged vehicle, batteries and other 
components.

“The goals and projections of all manufacturers to have a 
dominant percentage of EVs and plug-in hybrid vehicles in their 
product lines is a call to action as loud as the unibody structure 
was,” Allen observed. “This is the time to learn and redefine your 
business…and also a way to attract new talent into your shop.”

Whether you’re a greenhorn or a seasoned collision repair 
professional, you’re guaranteed to learn something new at the 2022 
Texas Auto Body Trade Show. Register or learn more at  
abat.us/2022tradeshow.  TXA

by Chasidy Rae  Sisk
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 26
7AM: Badge Registration Opens (Entrance Lobby)

8AM-9:30AM: 
Economics 101: What EXACTLY is a Prevailing Rate? 
(Classroom 3)
Presented by Tim Ronak (AkzoNobel)
The current geopolitical economic pressures have fueled 
historic inflationary pressures while driving unemployment 
to record lows. In an environment of scarce labor resources, 
in the midst of the Great Resignation, how do you create a 
reimbursement model that permits funding qualified staff in 
a way that keeps them engaged and employed by YOU? How 
do you price yourself in a market and avoid any Antitrust 
complications when updating or engaging in market surveys?

8AM-9:30AM: 
Complete Understanding of the Economic 
Total Loss Scheme (Classroom 4)
Presented by Robert McDorman (Auto Claim Specialists)
This presentation will reveal and analyze the differences 
between supported data and the manipulated unsupported 
data used by the insurance carriers to carry out the economic 
total loss scheme in Texas. Additionally, repairers will acquire 
an understanding of the Right to Appraisal process and how 
to best implement the strategy into your business, which can 
detour this systematic scheme used by insurance carriers to 
realign their liability.

9:45AM-11:15AM: 
Data Sharing and the Unintended Consequences 
(Classroom 3)
Presented by Pete Tagliapietra (DATATOUCH LLC)
The mystery of how repair information – correct or not – 
ends up on public VIN searching sites is becoming a big 
problem. Pete Tagliapietra discusses the importance of 
Personal Identification Information (PII) and repair data 
privacy along with security trends in the collision industry. 
The discussion includes the impact of data pumps on the 
industry and on industry stakeholders.

9:45AM-11:15AM: 
Change the Game! A New Way to Bill More Hours at 
Better Rates (Classroom 4)
Presented by Richard and Sam Valenzuela (National 
AutoBody Research)
National AutoBody Research (NABR) principals Richard and 
Sam Valenzuela will use industry-exclusive data, combined 
with purpose-built tools, to enable collision repairers to 
collect more billable hours at better rates, in a way that they 
have never been able to do before. Labor rate topics include 
surveys, inflation, cost of living, cost of doing business, 
market competition, DRPs, customer pay, labor rate strategy 
and more. Billable hour topics include what procedures 
insurers are really paying, where, for how much, what 
concessions they make, labor rates paid, getting more out of 
total losses and more.

11:30AM-1:30PM: 
Lunch & Legislation Panel Discussion (Junior Ballroom)
Featuring Texas Legislators, Jacob Smith (ABAT 
Lobbyist), Ware Wendell (Texas Watch), Ron 
Reichen (Precision Body & Paint), Pete Tagliapietra 
(DATATOUCH, LLC), Burl Richards (ABAT President)
A panel of legislators and industry experts will address safety 
and security-related issues in our industry, the upcoming 
legislative session and what changes we hope to see here in the 
Lone Star State.

1PM: TRADE SHOW FLOOR OPENS

3:30-5PM: 
Tech Shortage Panel (Junior Ballroom)
Featuring Dave Kindig (Bitchin’ Rides), Greg Luther 
(Helfman Collision), Amber Ritter (Collision Repair 
Education Foundation), Dave Robinette (I-CAR), Raven 
Hartkopf (Collin College)
Moderator: Tim Ronak (AkzoNobel)
Industry experts have warned us that a tech shortage was 
coming for years. Now that we are all seeing the effects first-
hand, the need to take action is a requirement for the future 
of our businesses. Come hear from celebrity, national and 
local panelists who share your pain and have decided to take 
action. You will be provided with simple, proven solutions to 
this major industry issue before we land ourselves in a state of 
emergency.

8PM: TRADE SHOW CLOSES

Seminars & Events
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 27
9AM-10:15AM: 
Repair Planning Using the DEG and OEM Owners 
Manuals to Earn the Vehicle Owner's Trust (Classroom 3)
Presented by Danny Gredinberg (Database Enhancement 
Gateway)
Do you have trouble earning customer or bill payer trust 
in repairing vehicles? Do you have a hard time explaining 
WHY you have to perform certain operations? DEG 
Administrator Danny Gredinberg will share the tools to find 
out WHY critical operations may need to be performed using 
information from the owner's manuals and why it may NOT 
be an included operation.

9AM-10:15AM: 
Insurer vs. Customer: Who Pays? How to Approach Out-of-
Pocket Costs Above Deductibles with Customers
Presented by Logan Payne (Payne and Sons Paint & 
Body)
Led by local DFW shop manager, Logan Payne, this 
discussion will include labor rate and part price differences, 
labor shortages, reputably dealing with insurers…and more. 
Come learn how to have an awkward conversation when 
the insurer is unwilling to pay the actual cost of a quality 
repair and still keep your customer satisfied! The discussion 
is intended to be an exchange of ideas and experiences, 
addressing the scenario of what happens when repair costs 
exceed insurance deductibles, so audience participation is 
encouraged. 

11AM: TRADE SHOW FLOOR OPENS

10AM-11:30AM: 
Conventional vs. PDR: The Great Debate (Classroom 1)
Presented by Chris White (KECO Products)
In this 90-minute session, we invite BOTH PDR and 
conventional repair technicians to participate in a dynamic 
presentation about dent repair, followed by an open 
mic session where all technicians are invited to join the 
conversation. We will discuss how the two repair methods 
really aren't as far apart as they may seem and open up dialog 
about what it takes to make a proper repair.

10:30AM-11:30AM: 
Not Your Grandfather's Estimate: Part Two (Classroom 3)
Presented by Danny Gredinberg (Database Enhancement 
Gateway) and Ron Reichen (Precision Body & Paint)
Join an interactive dive into the new era of repair planning. 
When dealing with multi-substrate materials and extensive 
electronics, today’s collision repairer must incorporate the 
OEM procedural information into every repair plan to 
protect the consumer and themselves, as well as to ensure 
the vehicle will function exactly as designed if a second loss 
occurs. This presentation will guide you through proven 
processes in repair planning and profitability and will change 
the way you manage the repair process in the future.

10:30AM-11:30AM: 
Post-Repair Inspections: The Devil is in The Details 
(Classroom 4)
Presented by Robert Grieve (Nylund’s Collision Center; 
SCRS Executive Committee)
Robert Grieve is a champion for safe and proper repairs, and 
his video series on his "GRIEVEances" has become quite 
popular nationally. Robert comes to Texas to unpack several 
case studies of his own post-repair inspections and discuss 
what we, as an industry, can do to raise the bar of quality and 
integrity. Rob and his team have been helping guests navigate 
through the painful process of post-repair inspections since 
2013. You will walk away with a much deeper understanding 
that the “devil really is in the details” when it comes to the 
products and services that repairers deliver.

3PM-5PM: 
OE–EV Panel (Junior Ballroom)
Featuring Mark Allen (Audi USA), Frank Phillips 
(Rivian), Lucid Motors and more.
Moderator: Frank Terlep (Auto Techcelerators, LLC)
Join us for a panel discussion about the upcoming 
technologies and repairabilities of electric vehicles (EVs) in 
today's market. You will hear from manufacturers about 
vehicles that haven't even hit the streets of Texas yet! Be the 
first to know what's coming down the electric pipeline and 
what you may need to do to keep up with these emerging 
technologies.

6PM: TRADE SHOW CLOSES

August 26-27 -August 26-27 -  
Irving ConventionIrving Convention  Center,Center, Irving, Texas Irving, Texas
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Thank you for your questions. These are two great questions, 
and the answer to the first is “No, this problem does not occur only 
at your shop.” We see this often in each state where we are licensed 
and do business. In a situation such as this, we always suggest 
the insured immediately file their loss with their own insurance 
company and let their insurance company subrogate against the 
at-fault party’s carrier. When the insured files the claim with their 
own carrier, there are time constraints on their insurance company 
to handle the loss promptly. Also, if there happens to be a dispute 
over the loss, most policies in Texas allow the insured to invoke 
their Right of Appraisal to resolve the dispute and ensure they are 
properly indemnified for their loss. 

As for your question on proper indemnification, how we 
handle these types of claims changes from carrier to carrier 
depending on the language in the policy; however, in most Texas 
motor vehicle insurance policies, the limit of liability applies to the 
lesser of the two – repair or replace – as shown below. Additionally, 
most Texas motor vehicle insurance policies have a Right to 
Appraisal like in the following example. 

LIMIT OF LIABILITY

1. Our limit of liability for loss will be the lesser of the:
a. Actual cash value of the stolen or damaged property;
b. Amount necessary to repair or replace the property with 
    other of like kind and quality; 
c. Amount stated in the Declarations of this policy.

APPRAISAL

If we and you do not agree on the amount of loss, either 
may demand an appraisal of the loss. In this event, each party 
will select a competent appraiser. The two appraisers will select an 
umpire. The appraisers will state separately the actual cash value 
and the amount of loss. If they fail to agree, they will submit their 
differences to the umpire. A decision agreed to by any two will be 
binding. Each party will:

1. Pay its chosen appraiser; and
2. Bear the expenses of the umpire equally.
    We do not waive any of our rights under this policy by 
    agreeing to an appraisal.

When the insured’s insurance policy has the limits of liability 
and Appraisal Clause listed above, their right to relief if a dispute 
arises over the loss almost always has a positive outcome. The 
Right of Appraisal is always the first line of defense against under-
indemnification; however, the Right to Appraisal is only available 
to the insured, not to claimants who file a claim with the at-fault 
party’s insurance company. 

The under-indemnification in total loss and repair procedure 
claims in Texas is rampant. Besides the higher settlements for total 
loss clients averaging 28 percent above the carrier’s undisputed loss 
statement, we have also reduced clients’ out-of-pocket expenses by 
an average of 90 percent on repair procedure disputes such as the 
example provided above. These under-indemnification percentages 
are staggering and harmful to Texas citizens.

The spirit of the Appraisal Clause is to resolve loss disputes 
fairly and to do so in a timely and cost-effective manner. The 
invoking of the Appraisal Clause removes inexperienced and 
biased carrier appraisers and claims handlers from the process, 
undermining their management’s many tricks to undervalue the 

Ask The Expert

Are Our Clients the Only Ones Who Suffer 
from Delays in the Claim Process?

by Robert L. McDorman

Dear Mr. McDorman:

We routinely have clients come to us who have been in an accident where the other party was 
at fault. The at-fault party’s insurance company always delays the process, and our client must 
file the claim with their own insurance company. Is this a problem only at our shop, or do you 
see it with other shops and their client base? Also, what determines how the insured is properly 
indemnified?

continued on pg. 21

Robert is a recognized Public Insurance 
Adjuster and Certified Vehicle Value Expert 
specializing in motor vehicle-related insurance 
claim resolution. As the general manager of 
Auto Claim Specialists, Robert expertly leads 
this National Public Insurance Adjuster Agency, 
which is currently licensed in over 25 different 
states and specializes in providing automotive-

related claim liquidation techniques, strategies, and motor 
vehicle valuation services to all parties, including individual 
consumers, body shops, auto dealers, repair facilities, towing 
and storage operations, lenders, finance companies, banks, 
legal professionals, governmental agencies and others. The 
firm’s consistent success can be attributed to Robert’s 35-plus 
years of automotive industry knowledge, practical hands-on 
experience, and multiple certifications, including licensure 
by the Texas Department of Insurance as a Public Insurance 
Adjuster. Auto Claim Specialists clients can absolutely trust that 
they will be provided with analytical, sophisticated, state-of-the-
art, comprehensive, accurate, unbiased, and up-to-date data 
and information that all parties can rely upon as both factual 
and objective. Robert can be reached at (800) 736-6816, (817) 
756-5482, or AskTheExpert@autoclaimspecialists.com.
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• Over 25 years of front line 
skilled knowledge & hands-on 
practical experience 
involving automotive 
mechanical repair

• Licensed Public Insurance 
Adjuster Agency with a 
duty to act on your behalf!

Contact us from anywhere in the U.S. to have a local 
Auto Claim Specialist working for you!

771 East Southlake Blvd. 
Southlake, TX 76092 

817-756-5482     Fax: 866-550-0484 
Toll Free: 800-736-6816

claims@autoclaimspecialists.com

Fair settlements through knowledge and negotiation!

We are experienced in negotiating claims with insurance companies. 
We have teamed up with Vehicle Value Experts for access to the best vehicle

valuing tool available. Together, with the best knowledge and the best negotiat-
ing skills, we can ensure a fair settlement on your auto claim. 

No One Else Comes Close to our Total Loss Value Assessment!

WE SUPPORT

MEMBER

Insurance Automobile Claim Mediator • Insurance Appraisal Clause Umpire

Founder
Robert McDorman

Vehicle Value Experts is a unique Consultant Firm 
that specializes in Insurance Total Loss Market Evaluation Reports;
Mechanical and Body Shop Estimates and Finalized Motor Vehicle

Repair Evaluations; Diminished Value Assessment and Claims 
as such and Motor Vehicle Fair Market Value Reports. 

ACS_VVE_TXA0920.qxp_Layout 1  8/26/20  12:49 PM  Page 1
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JUST FOR FUN - CRAZIEST CAR NAMES 

Mitsubishi Minica Lettuce
This 1989 Japanese minicar from Mitsubishi with the leafy green name was 
one of the first crazily named vehicles we stumbled across. Believe it or not, 
there is some logic behind its unusual name. The automaker was looking to 
appeal to a specific audience – females. But that’s just the tip of the iceberg. 
According to the New York Times, the Mitsubishi Minica Lettuce was created for 
supermarket shopping and, in fact, was designed for and sold at a Japanese 
supermarket, Seiyu. In addition to having an odd name, the car featured three 
doors, rather than the standard two or four doors. Intended for women who likely 
were assumed to be mothers, the unique design of one door on the driver’s side 
and two on the passenger’s side was to prevent children from getting out and to 
make unloading groceries easier. And just in case you’re wondering, yes, it did 

come in green. 

Well-known vehicles like the Ford Mustang, Dodge Charger and even the Honda Civic tend to exude character, class 
and boldness through their names, which leave their driver with confidence and pride in the automobile of their choosing. 

Likely, this is exactly what the manufacturer had in mind. Well, not every vehicle released onto the roadways has exuded the same 
type of effect via its name. So, then what exactly were manufacturers thinking when they came up with vehicles named after 

vegetables, celebrities or slang terms that leave us thinking WTF?

Toyota Deliboy
This pickup truck was designed by Toyota to be a smaller and cheaper version 
of the Toyota Quick Delivery, an odd name in itself, but its knockoff version, 
the Deliboy, implies a vehicle made of or filled with meats and cheeses. Now 
that would really be crazy! Unfortunately, the vehicle just didn’t deliver in so 
many ways. In the discomfort department, it was said to have had small doors 
and the passenger seat left one uncomfortable. It also didn’t feed the need for 
speed due to its insufficient engine power. Not surprisingly, the Deliboy wasn’t a 

moneymaker for Toyota and was produced only from 1989 until 1995 

Subaru Legacy Touring Bruce
Back in the late 1980s, Japanese fans went crazy for the Die Hard actor, Bruce 
Willis. They were so crazed about the action-film star that Subaru launched an ad 
campaign featuring the celebrity to promote their mid-sized Legacy. Later, they 
decided to rename a special edition of the Legacy after Willis himself. Although 
the vehicle didn’t exactly take off, the manufacturer remained crazy about him, 
and Willis has continued to appear in their ad campaigns over the years.  

A famous one can be viewed here: youtu.be/hvVMqkTeu70.

Volkswagen Thing
Upon seeing this vehicle, one’s first reaction may be, “What is that crazy looking 
thing ?” and here is the thing: This early 1970s vehicle was originally called the 
Safari in other countries, but here in the US, the Pontiac Safari was already a 
thing. So, Volkswagen decided to go ahead and pick a new name for it, and for 
some crazy reason, the manufacturer couldn’t come up with anything but settled 
on calling it the Thing. Another thing is that the Thing was known for being slow, 
it completely lacks safety features, and its removable wooden floor is quite a 
puzzling thing. This vehicle’s lack of appeal therefore kept it from a sure thing, 
and therefore, the vehicle never amounted to anything.

Nissan Friend Me
Back in 2013, Nissan was apparently trying to appeal to the budding social 
network generation with this “friendly” model; however, its name tends to 
exude more of a desperate and lonely feel, and the Friend Me went the way of 
Friendster and MySpace. Perhaps it was lacking in emojis and varied “reaction” 
buttons.

Photo credits: InsideEvs.com, second.wiki.com, 
commons.wikemedia.org,  reddit.com, autoblog.com

by ALANA QUARTUCCIO BONILLO
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loss settlement and under-indemnify the insured. Through the 
Appraisal Clause, loss disputes can be resolved relatively quickly, 
economically, equitably and amicably by unbiased experienced 
independent third-party appraisers as opposed to more costly and 
time-consuming methods, such as mediation, arbitration and 
litigation.

In today’s world regarding motor vehicle insurance policies, 
frequent changes in claim management, claim handling policies 
and non-standardized GAP Addendums, we have found it is 
always in the best interest of the insured or claimant to have 
their proposed insurance settlement reviewed by an expert before 
accepting. There is never an upfront fee for Auto Claim Specialists 
to review a motor vehicle claim or proposed settlement and give 
their professional opinion as to the fairness of the offer.

Please call me should you have any questions relating to the 
policy or covered loss. We have most insurance policies in our 
library. Always keep in mind: A safe repair is a quality repair, and 
quality equates to value. I thank you for your question and look 
forward to any follow-up questions that may arise.

Sincerely,
Robert L. McDorman
TXA

continued from pg. 18

Ask The Expert

Saturday is our “front AND back of the shop” day! We have 
MORE amazing classes for the front of the shop folks, but we even 
have a few technician classes, including a special session taught by 
Chris White of KECO Products on glue pull repair. We have 
repair planning and estimating classes taught by Danny Gredinberg 
with the DEG, as well as a special class taught by ABAT Board 
member, Logan Payne, on how to approach out-of-pocket costs 
above deductibles with customers. We will hear from Robert 
Grieve of Nylund’s Collision and SCRS Board member in his very 
popular talk on post-repair inspections. The show wraps up with 
a panel discussion featuring OEM Representatives and industry 
experts on electric vehicles.

Most people would need to spend thousands of dollars to fly to 
Vegas to see these speakers on the stages of SEMA. We understand 
that is just not a reality for many shops, especially in the current 
business climate. So, load up and drive to Dallas for a weekend 
PACKED with both business AND pleasure for 
what we consider to be a mini-SEMA experience! 
Register today at abat.us/2022tradeshow. jill@abat.com
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Create Your Ultimate Equipment Package.
Sale Ending Soon!

Pick one or more from each category and save even more!

224-SPANESI (224-772-6374)
www.spanesi-americas.com
facebook.com/spanesiamericas

Spanesi Americas, Inc. 
123 Ambassador Dr. STE 107
Naperville, IL 60540

Learn More Now
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Structural Repair Workstations

106 EXT
Structural Straightening Bench
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PULL UP! Full PULL UP! Standard
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MAV ERICK REQUESTED. 
MAVERICK APPROVED.  
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FX Series returns with 12 
original candy concentrates 

for endless color creativity 
and pure brilliance.
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